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Lab 3: Signal Processing

Objectives
1.Become familiar with several effects processors including Gates, Compressors, EQ’s 

and Delays.
2.Begin building a mix using these effects processors. 
What to turn in
• A Mac friendly text document containing the answers to the lab questions (appropriately 
numbered) and labeled following this example:  4200Lab3FirstInitialLastnameAnswers. 
Questions are noted in Blue. 

• Your complete Pro Tools session folder (session file, audio files, etc.), properly labeled 
as instructed in class (ex. 4200L3FirstInitialLastname), copied onto the nathanadam 
iDisk server or your sections server (for on campus classes).

Pro Tools steps are noted in red. 

Part 1 – Session Setup
Open 4200_Lab 3 and listen through the basic fader & pan mix of musical instruments

• Save the Session as FirstinitialLastName_4200Lab3 into the session folder.

•
Part 2 - Gating
The first step in many sessions is to clean up unnecessary bits of noise in tracks. While 
we will be going into deeper editing in future labs, let’s first learn how to use an 
expander/gate to remove noise from the drum tracks. 
First go to the Tom1 track and insert an expander gate plugin.
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•  Start with the Simple Gate Preset in the plugin.

• Solo the Tom1 Track and listen to the tom track now. Press and release the 
BYPASS button on the plugin to hear the difference. 

 1) Describe the sound of the Tom Track with the Simple Gate applied. 
. 
Notice how much the Gain Reduction (GR) meter is going down between hits. The 
plugin is currently acting as a Gate. That is, any sound that drops below the threshold is 
being turned down by 80dB as set by the Range knob. The values to it’s left show 0 to 
-60 dB down for the sound between the tom hits. 
2) What happens to the drum bleed sound between the tom hits if you raise the 
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RANGE value to -10dB?
 . 
Now adjust the Range to only turn down by -20dB.This is making the plugin act as an 
Expander, which simply reduces the amplitude of the signal, rather than eliminating it. 

Now, zoom in to the first Tom hit on Tom1. Set your Main counter to Minutes:Seconds. 
The hit should be around 13 seconds.

Now, holding shift, Zoom in close until you can see the amount of time between the initial 
hit of the Tom, and where it reaches it’s loudest peak. 
You can look at the Length counter (highlighted below) to determine how long your 
selection is in Minutes:Seconds:Milliseconds. 
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3) Approximately how long should you set the Attack of the gate to ensure it 
opens quickly enough to let the transient of this Tom pass?
 

Hold: Press the Shift key and select across the main part of the tom hit to get an idea of 
how long your Hold Setting should be. This setting determines that, once the Tom has 
opened the gate, how long it should remain open before switching to the release time. 
Setting this to match the sound you’re working with will ensure the boom of the Tom 
makes it through the gate before the gate begins to close.

 
Now select the decay portion of the Tom. Again use the “Length” counter to give you a 
starting point for how many milliseconds of release will allow this particular sound to 
decay naturally along with the closing of the gate..
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Finally, Adjust the Threshold until you achieve a level that allows most of the Tom hits to 
Open the gate, while other noises are reduced by the 20dB range.
4) What threshold level is required to let the Toms pass, but still gate most of the 

noise & snare hits? 
 

Lastly, adjust the ratio knob down to 2:1. 
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Notice that the Ratio (called the Slope in your text) determines the degree of downward 
expansion. For example, with the 2:1 ratio, a signal that is -1 dB below the Threshold, 
will be output -2 dB below the threshold (making it quieter). A signal -10 dB down will be 
output -20 dB down.  That is why a ratio of 100:1 (or even something as low as 10:1) 
looks effectively like a sonic gate, turning all signals below the threshold down so far as 
to be inaudible to the degree set by the range. 

Using what you have learned here and in class, apply effective gates to the Tom2 
and Kick tracks. Remember: Solo the Tracks when gating so your ear can hear 
most effectively the effect each control is having. 

Part 3 - Compression
Next solo the female vocal and insert a Compressor/limiter/Dyn3 plugin.
Notice it looks very similar to the Expander/Gate plugin, with Ratio, Attack, Release and 
Threshold knobs, as well as a Knee and Gain options. 

Start by selecting the “Brick Wall” preset.  Notice it’s settings. 
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As outlined in your text and in class, this is what we call a hard limiter. The ratio setting 
shows that any input signal rising above the threshold will be reduced by a ratio of 100:1. 
To best hear the effect of hard limiting, pull the Threshold knob down to around -30dB. 

5) Describe the sound of the vocal with these settings applied. 
 .
Notice that no matter how dynamic she sings, her loud levels have been turned down all 
the way to the level of her quietest breaths. Generally when we’re compressing a signal, 
we’re reducing the volume of the louder pieces. Unlike a Gate though, we can use the 
makeup GAIN function to makeup the gain we’ve lost. If you do that right now though, 
you’re just turning up a very crushed sounding vocal. 

The Attack and Release functions behave similarly to to a gate, in that the compressor 
uses the Attack setting to determine how quickly it should begin compressing a signal 
after the input level has exceeded the threshold.  In the case of a dynamic vocal,  we 
would prefer that the compressor not be audible but rather transparently reduce the 
dynamic range of the vocal so it sits on top of the mix.  To achieve this let’s start with the 
ratio of 3 to 1 of fast attack time of 1-2 ms, and a released time of 100 to 200 ms. 
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6) Adjust the threshold setting until you achieve an average of 3-6 dB of gain 
reduction (GR) on the louder vocal parts. What threshold did you arrive at?  

7) Now adjust the Gain setting to get a peak output level around -3 to -6 dB. How 
much Gain did you have to apply? 

Using what you’ve learned about compression, insert another compressor plugin 
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on the Snare track and get 2-4 dB of Gain Reduction on the Snare, with Output 
peaks between -1 & -4 dB.

Part 4 - EQ
Now it’s time to use what you’ve learned about EQ in class to both clean up the vocal, 
and create an effect.  
First, insert an EQ 3 7 Band after the Compressor on the vocal track. 
Turn on the HPF High Pass Filter and start to raise the Frequency up while listening to 
the soloed vocal track. 

Notice the gentle roll off of the slope. This plugin allows us to make the slope 
significantly faster, from 6 dB per octave, up to 24 dB per octave.

You’ll notice that while rolling off the lowest frequencies, there’s very little audible effect 
on the vocal. This is useful for cumulatively eliminating low frequencies in a mix by 
filtering out the low end room noise, air conditioning, bleed, etc that is picked up by a 
good mic, yet without significantly affecting the sound of sources that don’t have a lot of 
low frequency content. 
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However, when you also engage the High Pass filter and adjust its frequencies down it 
has the effect of creating a very narrow band of frequencies that pass through. 

This is useful for producing an interesting (if overused) effect similar to the sound of a 
Telephone, which has a bandwidth of roughly 300hz to 3,000hz. 
 
Using this bandpass method, adjust the filters until you have produced the desired 
“telephone effect” on her vocal. When you have achieved the desired effect, bypass the 
EQ so her vocal doesn’t remain this way. We will be demonstrating how to automate this 
plugin in the next lab. 

8) What frequency is your HPF set to? What frequency is your LPF set to? 
 

Now for some corrective EQing. Notice that some assistant crept in late at night and 
accidentally processed the heck out of the Crunch GTR EQ’d track.  
It sounds like he pulled a giant 12 dB dip, with a Q of 3.5 out of the track, because it’s a 
lot muddier than the old Crunch guitar. Fortunately, you still have a comparison Crunch 
guitar track, but it’s missing it’s last half!
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Insert another 7 band EQ on the Crunch Gtr EQ track and correct for the difference in 
sound. Using the tips above, make it sound as close to the original Crunch guitar as 
possible. You should be able to audibly compare them by Soloing back and forth. Set 
your Solo mode to X-Or for ease of comparison. 

9) What frequency, dB of boost or cut, and Q did you have to apply to the crunch 
guitars EQ to make it match the original Crunch Gtr?  

Part 5- Delay
Finally, lets add a delay to the lead vocal and calculate the delay time we’ll need for a 
specific sound. 
First select the Lead vocal track and Create a new Mono Aux Input Track. It should 
appear below the Lead Vocal track. Move it there if it did not.
Then, insert an Extra Long Delay Mono plugin on the Aux Input Track.
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This plugin has a variety of settings we can manipulate, but for this lab, we’re just going 
to find the appropriate delay time for a Quarter note delay on the lead vocal. 

Now switch to your Mix window, and create a Send on the Lead Vocal track to Bus 1. 
Turn the send up to -5dB. 
Now set the input of the new Aux 1 Track to Bus 1.

There are several methods of finding our delay tim, but since we’re already in the DAW, 
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we can quickly use the Tempo & Grid method. 
Switch your Main Counter back to Bars & Beats, then the Grid Value to Eighth notes. 

Now, go to the second line of the song, “Different ba-bayyyyy”. 
Note that the way she sings it, she begins on one eighth note, and the second half of 
“bay” starts 2 eighth notes, or 1 quarter note, later. 
Switching to Grid mode to ensure accuracy, make a selection of those to eighth notes. 

Using what we learned earlier about determining how many Milliseconds our selection is, 
switch your counter as needed, and input those milliseconds of delay into the DELAY 
field on the plugin. 
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10) How many ms of Delay did it take to get the quarter note delay?
11) How many ms of Delay would you need if you wanted an Eighth note delay?

Once you have the vocal delay established, pull the SEND volume of the Vocal 
track down to tuck the delayed vocal sound down to -12 dB in the mix. We will be 
learning how to automate this in the next Lab. 
Finally, Rename your Vocal Track to YOUR FirstInitialLastNameLeadVocal!

Further Questions
12) If you wanted to rename “Bus 1” to a clearer description of “Vocal Delay” how 
would you do it? 

13) To determine how many samples of delay are being introduced to a track by 
it’s plugins, you can press a modifier key and click on the Volume input box on a 
track as seen below.
What modifier do you have to press to toggle between the Volume, Peak and Delay 
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indicators in this box? 
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